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Abstract 
There is international consensus that social representations change in time, reflecting individual and cultural developmental needs 
– a change reflected, even operated by widespread media such as popular motion pictures. The objective of this paper is to 
illustrate how gender stereotypes can be modelled by filmic methods into different, unexpected social representations. Case study 
was applied on two motion pictures, Kindergarten Cop (1990) and Daddy Day Care (2003), declaredly produced with a view to 
changing gender stereotypes. Their opposed resolutions reflect the social changes that had taken place in role stereotypes during 
the mere 13 years elapsed between their respective launches. 
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1. Introduction 
Social scenarios are scripts for individual social beings, indicating the proper manner of public (sometimes even 
private) behaviour of human beings as social beings; they are based on customs, ideologies and norms, forming the 
basis of education as socialization (Gherghinescu, 2006).  Social representations are “system of values, ideas and 
practices”, as defined by Moscovici (1973), who emphasizes “the power of our capacity for representations to create 
objects and events”, while Dewey (1986, p. 125) shows that “the things more emphasized by our imagination, when 
it is remodelling the experience, are those things that were never real”.  
Social representations have the capacity to not only change social environment perception, but to also change 
themselves in a fast pace if individual and cultural needs require, making for societal and policy contexts that affect 
education. “The peculiar power and clarity of […] social representations is derived from the success with which they 
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control the reality of today through that of yesterday” (Moscovici, 1973, p. 13). They can mostly be changed by 
widespread international media – more and more women are to be seen in bricolage retailers’ advertisements, 
portrayed in motion pictures as successful leaders, revered in TV shows as trendsetters –Angela Merkel, Oprah 
Winfrey, Maryam Mirzakhani, Ellen DeGeneres, Angelina Jolie, Arianna Huffington and so on. “The journalistic 
speech consists in influencing by triggering the identification process. The image proposed by the feminine press is 
built through linguistic procedures of repeating the adjective “powerful” and other adjectives from the lexical field 
of positive physical and moral qualities, through the narrative of the life story in which women proved to be 
tenacious and brave […], through the mythical approach of the power of example” (Coman, R., 2013). 
2. Objective and method 
The objective of this paper is to illustrate how gender stereotypes can be modelled by filmic methods into 
different, unexpected social representations, given that “pictures may have a cumulative effect on attitudes” 
(Peterson & Thurstone, 1933) and “there is a demonstrable persistence of effect of the films on attitudes” (Rosen,  
2010). The method of discourse analysis and comparative analysis have been applied on two motion pictures, 
Kindergarten Cop (1990) úi Daddy Day Care (2003), declaredly aimed at changing gender stereotypes: 
“Acknowledging that <the stay-at-home-dad joke has played out>, the film's co-producer, Matt Berenson, said 
Daddy Day Care represents the next generation of Mr. Mom-type films -- men caring for groups of children” 
(Smith, L., 2003). The two motion pictures are also similar in terms of their modality of choice for this theme’s 
treatment: comedy, a genre that is eminently capable of changing social scenarios, because it can generate comic 
situations by questioning the formerly accepted social expectations – the fish-out-of-water technique.  
3. Summary of the two plots 
In opposition to his later Junior (1994) role of an artificially feminized scientist, in Kindergarten Cop Arnold 
Schwarzenegger plays an undercover police detective having to work with pre-schoolers as educator Kimble. In 
Daddy Day Care, “Eddie Murphy and Jeff Garlin play handsomely paid advertising men, specialising in children 
food, who lose their jobs when their agency closes down its health division” (French,  2003). Therefore the main 
characters, Charlie and Phil, are forced to stay at home with their respective sons Ben and Max, deciding to 
transform their new occupation into a business together with their former colleague Marvin.  
I have structured my detailed discourse analysis by a broad comparative analysis along the following lines:  
x initial motivation for professional change; 
x ulterior motivation for remaining in the situation; 
x initial approaches to masculine child-caring; 
x final resolution regarding the work of a male educator; 
x type of solutions that the characters find to solve problems; 
x manifestation of masculine characters’ emotional, caring side; 
x depth of emotional connection with children;  
x divergent perspectives upon masculinity and femininity, concerning inner or outer sources of power and 
protection, use of violence and discussions about sexuality; 
x consequences regarding the modified perspectives upon gender roles. 
Discourse analysis brings to light the hidden meanings regarding characters and plot construction; while 
comparative analysis reveals the differences in perceptions (social representations) and expectations (social 
scenarios) marking a trend of quick changes from 1990 to 2003 – accelerated, arguably, to the present day.  
4. Discussion 
The incipient motivation of all these men is as masculine as possible, and so are the solutions which they apply in 
order to solve their initially insurmountable problems: 
x Mr. Kimble’s motivation is that of a police detective wanting to identify the relatives of a suspect, mannishly 
proving that he is willing to do anything necessary to accomplish his mission;  
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x His solution to accomplishing the educator part of his undercover mission is police academy discipline;  
x However, he also gets in touch with his feminine side for this mission, as outlined below; 
x On the other hand, Charlie and Phil’s motivation is a business one – and they even feel challenged to prove that a 
man can do anything that a woman can, as well. This motivation has to do less with the business part and more 
with the challenge part, given that they only plan to conduct the business until a more appropriate opportunity 
appears for them. Also, their declared motivation for expanding their business is the competing headmistress’ 
challenge, while their center’s slogan is “Who’s your daddy?” – an aggressive approach to social services;  
x Charlie and Phil use Marvin as a solution to the problem of getting along with children and providing valuable 
education: he is the geek that had read a book about raising children – therefore approaching the problem in an 
intellectual, unemotional manner –, although he is also the one who is still in touch with his inner child; 
x Marvin initially refuses to work as educator because he likes playing with children, not caring for them. He later 
finds an extrinsic motivation in his admiration for one of the female clients. 
Along the way a motivation shift occurs, taking heroes in both pictures to the opposite side of feminine values:  
x Mr. Kimble ends up obviously enjoying to work with <his children>, taking pride in introducing them to his 
female officer colleague (whose pragmatism he lacks);  
x Charlie realizes that he had almost missed honoring the highest value: family;  
x Marvin feels that he has adequately integrated in an appropriate team, his work being valuable and appreciated;  
x Even working in an environment that is <fun> (Charlie’s advertisement for his daycare center)  is an essentially 
feminine motivation, since it has to do with the work environment and not with competition and difficult 
objectives – all the more so since it is opposed to the <structure> limitations of the competing preschool, as well 
as with Mr. Kimble’s requirements (for example, in the fire exercise), solutions (for instance, the police school 
<game>) and valuable acquisitions (such as imposing discipline). 
Nevertheless, despite all these resemblances, we can find an important difference between the two motion 
pictures, which consists in their final resolution regarding the work of a male educator:  
x Mr. Kimble says in the beginning, as well as at the end of the plot that he is a police officer in a family of police 
officers and <police officers’ wives> and that is all he knows how to be;  
x although he tells Rachel (his romance interest) that he wishes to have been an educator – most probably in order 
to receive her acceptance and to come out of the position of having lied to her  
x and although it is clear – for him and for every other character –  that he had found unexpected skills along this 
unique undercover mission, as the headmistress privately and publicly appreciates his educator abilities;  
x The villain’s mother enjoys an outcome that is preferable to the villain’s death, while Mr. Kimble is saved by his 
female partner – who thereby assumes the masculine role that he was supposed to play, while he had played the 
role for which he had received her as partner: to be a substitute teacher, given her former education background.  
x The conclusion one can draw from this motion picture is that it is acceptable for a man to be a kindergarten 
teacher, as long as this happens undercover for a real, mannish job like that of police detective;  
x The educational value of common discipline is advocated – while regrettably confused with military discipline – 
as well as its general value in every field of individual and social life, thus implying that any positively masculine 
human being is an adequate educator. 
x By contrast, Charlie, Phil and Marvin find themselves delighted with their new professional situation and even 
take their competition out of business, although in the beginning they had nurtured hope that it would be a 
temporary solution for bankruptcy. The conclusion one can draw from the latter film is that it is acceptable for a 
man to be a stay-at-home-father, but only if he makes a business out of it, meeting the feminine standard of 
caring for children while combining it with the masculine standard of professional success.  
Other important differences regarding divergent perspectives upon masculinity and femininity are as follows:  
x Mr. Kimble is exposed to ridicule and criticism of all kinds, from the suspicion of being a homosexual to fearing 
a class of six-year-olds and even to admitting to being contemptuously and ruthlessly treated by children – 
however, in all of these situations he finds himself protected by his masculinity: his athletic aspect raises 
women’s interest, his courage in facing difficult situations helps him overcome fear, while his inclination for 
order and structure disciplines classroom chaos. 
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x In contrast, Charlie and Phil, suspected to be child molesters, receive protection from a female friend who 
immediately afterwards no less than threatens them in order to make sure that they would deliver on her vouch. 
x Mr. Kimble uses violence both verbally (screaming to the children and threatening them) and physically, in an 
encouraging complicity with all the characters who could otherwise condemn it, such as the headmistress;  
x Charlie specifically instructs children never to use violence, regardless of the inclination they feel – but he does 
not seem to teach or apply assertiveness, rewarding passive reactions similar to his own when faced with violence 
x He admits that his passivity is not satisfying, but manages to take a valuable lesson from the critical remarks of 
the rival headmistress whom he had tried to confront.  
x Mr. Kimble (like all other adults) allows children, young and old, to engage in discussions about sexuality, to 
manifest curiosity about romance and to emotionally participate in his romantic encounters with his love interest; 
he does not even scold an older girl and boy for isolating themselves in a dark room while the school is on fire – 
his only observation is that the moment was not properly chosen.  
x All children witness key moments of the love story, including: first glances in three different scenes, the 
invitation to dinner, the talk after dinner, the last scene kiss with lift up in hero’s arms. This fits public opinion 
that sexual education is a proper school subject, with merely 1.3% opposed subjects, in contrast to the fact that 
adult former beneficiaries of such education rise to merely 23.9% (Rada & Tarcea,  2010).  
x Charlie is passively resistant when a girl addresses him questions about child birth; he does not assertively put a 
limit to her interest, but simply attempts to change subject, obviously overwhelmed – in accordance with the film 
writer’s manifested preferences: children exposed to marionettes’ kissing laugh out loud in embarrassment; and 
are bewildered, shaking heads and trying to intervene in the final scene, when a man neutrally kisses a woman. 
On the other hand, the masculine main characters share similar initial approaches:  
x Charlie contrasts child-caring with “rocket science”, while Mr. Kimble contrasts it with working undercover;  
x Phil’s wife reading the advertisement flier for the center expresses expectations for the enterprise not to last more 
than three days, while Mr. Kimble’s headmistress anticipates his renouncement after two days; 
x Charlie advises Phil not to panic in front of the children, who have a natural capacity of sensing fear, while Mr. 
Kimble’s female officer colleague counsels him not to show his apprehension, which would be truly perilous.  
The emotional, caring side of all masculine characters is rarely allowed to manifest: 
x Mr. Kimble no longer keeps his weather eye open when his female colleague is devastated by nausea and 
completely defenseless: he admits to having a child that he had not seen for a long time – and a ferret pet;  
x when Dominic’s life is under threat, the policeman accepts to be disarmed.  
x When faced with the necessity of rejecting two children out of the daycare center, Charlie refuses, choosing the 
much more difficult alternative to raise money and move the business to a different location;  
x Charlie, Phil and Marvin appear to be in charge of the laundry and the cooking (which they gradually learn to 
amend from a sweets-exclusive snack time to a healthy vegetable lunch), and probably also the cleaning;  
x they are ashamed of their line of work and present it euphemistically to an accidentally met former colleague – 
ignoring present-day labour market reality that “male educators may be as highly sought-after as top-level 
managers” (Friedmann,  2012); 
x the masculine headmistress’ minimal femininity emblem – a flower that she receives, placing in her shirt pocket 
– proves dangerous for herself and others: the bees it attracts befuddle her mannish task of traffic management. 
A number of consequences can be listed regarding the purposely modified perspectives upon gender roles:  
x A female police officer can be socially allowed to burp at a restaurant table; and to be as interested in eating as to 
betroth a male cook, who is not socially inadequate, but merely comic when dressed in her pink ruffled gown; 
x telling the truth – that is: mannishly speaking out the facts, as Mr. Kimble does – is a more effective education 
method than motheringly lying to children in order to encourage them; 
x modern-day crime boss characters can also be smarmy, as is the drug dealer in Kindergarten Cop;
x the contrast between a short, but mannish female headmistress and a robust male hero can be easily balanced by 
her spine-chilling personality; 
x Merely staying at home with their respective children makes both Phil and Charlie feel that they are unworthy 
and socially fail, while their female friend’s appreciation does not change their feelings – Charlie tells his wife 
that he does not want to “sit around” anymore as a motivation to open the business;  
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x women find jobs much easier than men do, because they are much less paid (once Charlie’s wife starts working, 
they cannot live as peacefully on her salary as they had before on his salary – being in danger of bankruptcy);  
x Charlie’s symbols of masculinity are a cellular, a beeper, a laptop and an expensive automobile, the first and last 
of which he gives up using – the former in exchange for the home phone and the latter in favor of his wife;  
x doubting men’s abilities to conduct a daycare center is a Dark Age mentality. 
Both motion pictures are about men who are unaccomplished fathers: Mr. Kimble had not been in solid contact with 
his son for seven years; Phil refuses to handle diapers and bathroom training, while Charlie’s true denouement for 
the film has to do with his emotional disconnection from his son. Therefore, a more profound perspective upon the 
two films is that the true mission of those men is to emotionally connect with their children and not only to become 
more accessible fathers, but also to gain access to the worthy, emotional side of life. In this respect, also, they differ:  
x Mr. Kimble can be said to almost immediately connect with Dominic, the main child character, a fact which 
might also be explained by the boy’s deep need to interact with a reliable father (!) figure;  
x he is also immediately touched by Dominic’s unrestrained and innocent ingenuity, appointing him responsible 
with his ferret pet (his feminine, caring side); 
x as the action develops, we find that Mr. Kimble has all along been painfully aware of his emotional disconnection 
from his natural son and wants to correct his youthful mistake or at least not to repeat it.  
x On the other hand, Charlie does not realize that he is disconnected emotionally from Ben, who only accepts his 
<rocketing> play proposals because those are the only offers of attention that he receives from his father;  
x he manages to connect to his son after much effort, by means of having to take care of other children as well and 
gradually learning how to approach their needs – therefore in a rather professional training process;  
x he is so impressed by Ben’s achievements and his contribution to them, as to strive for the inspection – although, 
in discussing these achievements, his enthusiasm carries him to list all other children’s achievements;  
x upon finally perceiving family as the highest value, he envisions it as including everybody in their daycare center 
x but he only realizes his son’s impact upon his Weltanschauung after a painful attempt to close the center;  
x by contrast, Phil admits with greater difficulty that taking responsibility in being a parent includes handling 
diapers and teaching his son standard toilet skills;  
x he is not as amenable as Charlie to quit his newly offered job in order to return to being a full-time parent-
educator – not only lacking Charlie’s initiative to quit, but also needing to be repeatedly prompted by the latter’s 
rational and emotional appeals (as opposed to Marvin’s delight in learning that the team is reunited).  
5. Conclusions 
The two films’ opposed denouements reflect the stupendous social change in role stereotypes during the mere 13 
years elapsed between their respective launches, on the background of a similar gender theme: men working with 
pre-schoolers, entering a typically feminine line of work and reinventing themselves, as well as (their) masculinity, 
in the process. However – since masculinity and femininity are never exclusively one’s own, but socially 
constructed and validated by norms –, the characters end up changing general social representations regarding 
gender roles, in a most fitting genre for this process: comedy. 
Gender role stereotypes are exquisitely reflected by filmic methods, which also prove to be capable of changing 
social representations thereof, affecting education through modified societal and policy contexts. Further research 
may prove viewers’ change of attitude after watching motion pictures prone to modify stereotypes. 
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